A SOLUTION FOR EVERY APPLICATION...
Renz machines will make it easier to keep jobs in house, thus allowing you to maintain a quick turnaround and
maximise the return on investment.
High-quality adaptable German engineered systems for any loose leaf punching or binding style. From entry-level,
hand-operated machines to fully automatic systems/production binding lines with fully automatic setup.

130,000
KUGLER ProPunch

AP 360 - 120
DIGI BL - BL

Punching Systems

100,000

40,000

High quality German engineered punching
machines and dies.

AP 360 Manuell
AP 360 Digital

50,000

AP 300 Compact

Punch 700

Bespoke dies for any punch pattern are
available on request for professional machines.

DTP 340 A

25,000

Punch 500
Punch 500 ES
Punch 500 HD

DTP 340 M
10,000

5,000

Punched sheets
per hour

RENZ RING WIRE® Systems

3000

Recognised as a smart, secure, up-market
presentation favoured by professionals.
2000
INLINE 360

INLINE 500
ABL 500

Used for majority of calendar production.

INLINE 750

1300

AUTOBIND 500 HS

AUTOBIND 500
AUTOBIND 700

1000

360 degree page turn allowing document
to be opened completely flat or folded
back on itself.
Pages remain in perfect registration when
turned.
Suitable for binding documents up to
13.5 mm (3:1 pitch) and 34 mm (2:1 pitch)
thick (dependent on machine type).

800

MOBI 500
500

ECL 360 und WP 300
ECL 360
ECL 500
ECL 700

250
SRW 360 comfortplus
eco 360 comfortplus

WBS 360

SRW 360
eco S 360

200
RW home / eco home

Output per hour

= professional calendar
production possible

All performance graphs illustrate approximate outputs only and are dependent on
the product type, the working environment
and the operator.

Worlds largest manufacturer of
ring wire binding products.

800
APSI 300 Interline

500

42 SE

APSI 300
APSI 420

Plastic Coil & Metal Spiral
Binding Systems
360 degree page turn allowing document to be
opened completely flat or folded back on itself.

APSI 300 compact
100
SPB 360 comfort
comfortplus

Plastic coil are virtually indestructible.
Spiral (metal) is used mainly for notebook production.

CBS 340

50
SPB 360
Output per hour

500

Plastic Comb Binding Systems

250
combi comfort
comfortplus

PBS 340

combinette
combi S

100

Main advantage is that if the document is continually being added to or changed plastic comb can
be opened up and pages can be changed without
damage to document or loss of comb.
Don’t get complete 360 degree page turn as spine
gets in the way.

50

Suitable for binding documents up to 48 mm
(1 3/4”) thick.

Private home

Output per hour

2.0

Laminating Systems

1.5
HT 330 P

Suitable for all types of encapsulation/lamination
to protect those important items: photos, cards,
posters, menus, documents and a lot more...

1.0

0.5
HT 330 L

HT 330 Dual

Laminating speed m/min

Accessories
Add value with document accessories. Whether it
is colourful binding elements, front & back covers,
self adhesive pouches, calendar hangers, filing
strips or any other enhancement...
RENZ gives your documents that lasting
impression.

All performance graphs illustrate approximate outputs only and are dependent on the
product type, the working environment and
the operator.

For further information and videos
please visit:

www.renz.com
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